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FAQ

Where We Started & How We Got Here

The current "Democracy Addicts" group is the result of the evolution of a group that first met the

Wednesday evening a week after the November 2010 election.  At the time, the group consisted

primarily of Madison residents who were concerned with the outcome of the November 2010 election

and wanted to immediately begin to plan to find ways to reengage with voters and to do better next

time.  Little did we know then that in a matter of months, so many Wisconsinites would find their

passion for politics and Wisconsin reignited.

"Democracy addict" is a term that arose organically during the course of the protests against

Walker's budget repair bill. A core group of protesters covering events via social media, found

themselves spending every free minute (and nearly all their minutes that weren’t free) at the

Capitol.  These individuals coined the term “democracy addict” in regard to their practical need to be

at the Capitol, exercising their First Amendment rights.

What Is a Democracy Addict Now?

But what does being a Democracy Addict really mean? It means a commitment to democratic values

and protecting the rights of the people to express their views. It means standing up for what is right. 

It means making your voice heard in a way that respects the process.  It means focusing on issues

and strategy and mobilizing.  It means standing up for yourself, your family, your friends, your fellow

Wisconsinites who aren't able to stand up for themselves.

Being a Democracy Addict doesn't mean being a Democrat, although the vast majority of those

attending meetings are progressives. And it doesn't mean you have to take up the exact same

issues with the exact same passion as the others in the group.  But it does mean a commitment to

three basic things: Respect. Facts. Democracy.

What are Democracy Addicts Doing Now?

Monthly meetings occur in Milwaukee on the 2

nd

 Wednesday evening of every month and in Madison

on the 3

rd

 Wednesday of every month.  The Madison group often plans ad hoc meetings on

Wednesday evenings of other weeks.  We're working with individuals in communities around

Wisconsin via social media and with those who want to get local groups up and running to allow

those who aren't in Madison or Milwaukee to find the same sense of solidarity and support that those

of us who started this in Madison found from each other.  In our view, without that base of support

for each other, all other ventures will fail.  If there's one thing we've learned in the past few months

it is that there is far more power when we stand together, listen to each other, and work together.

Currently, Democracy Addicts is working on the We’re Still Here [1] project, which encourages

Wisconsinites and those around the world supporting our fight here in Wisconsin to create a video

explaining why they are still here, the issues that inspire them, and/or how they’re participating.  The

We’re Still Here Project was created to show the passion and dedication of all supporters, one (or

two, or three) people at a time. The We’re Still Here Project wants to remind people all over the

world that we love Wisconsin, that we stand up for what we believe in, and that most importantly,

We’re Still Here. We hope that you will join us in continuing to show that we’re still here and we are

fighting back.
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